PCI review of the manuscript "How citizen science could improve Species Distribution Models and their independent assessment"

The authors have adequately addressed the referee's suggestions and only a few minor points need further attention before recommendation:

I. 10: Please write the date between brackets: (2019)

I. 22, 31: "Protcooled" is an English word? I suggest "standardized"

I. 356-357: My understanding is that the referee suggests to clarify when and why "the reduction of all available data to presence-only data" occurs, noting that this reduction is not the rule in this type of modelling. Please, consider this suggestion.

I. 457. I suggest to modify the title of the last section in Discussion as:"Involved stakeholders and citizens in conservation research"

Please, recheck carefully the different Appendix, for example:
Appendix 1
- Table 1, uniformize borders within the table
- Please, check caption of Table 4. Some names do not fit well the content of the table and others are in red.
- Figure 4, delete space in "2. 500" and "3. 500"

Appendix 4
- Captions of figures 2 and 3 do not fit the content: s2 and s3 in Figure 2; 1), 2), s2 and s3 in Figure 3